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not this

gith inwrap our bird is. it
is body paper. grape is
the r, is the hidden hide,
are. our mothmouth the
liver, anywhere but here.

02.05.2013

not that

blar-upon a sky. we door, a
dose of necklace, could
have been the puzzle.
beakspiral through
the oilsoil,  breath of briar.
oaken minutes
part the attic. dim o'clock.
plagiarists
sulk and airborne. begrovel
the shrunken egg.



02.05.2013

not this

herf wriing hoof-mu
rewiring rites an
other gritty little
gutbook, gutter,
gritbok, boke, brok
en albeit effigies
muzat lateral
linajgaerges triage
ablof plut, what
happich l-zone
fi-ago and
far-inform, undo th
self/how-reproduced?

02.05.2013

not that

copies the diary (as in)
|
|
-----|
not the world-chin
transserial
biography-axle || augments
|
|
-----|
they have
a puzzlemagnifier
degenerate petscape, sorts.



|
|
-----|
shirts nest is the
lost-in-defoliation,
vehicle burning orphan rib:
|
|
-----|
freakshow paraphrase
|| escaped ||

02.05.2013

not this

ruins outside our kettle
lips famog.
un-eye strang air-mu
the flow!
lugwrench throat
sweating moebius licks.
allenwrench!
pipewrench!
workbench!
how to escape the telescope.
lullabies a lot things solo minaret.
jogging non-monetary rubber continuity
globalized details-cafe
multiplies exploratory credit-scores
june conversations
between august through. tales,
the starling poink is the exceptance
of a monster or a transfermation and
the story is what,
comes after upset, p
tratoral quitian of risk to visage.
third-paper trasheye [merriment]
(repudiation



of negation as
who presumes reputation) resumes
in childhood bacterial
playground, lively poledance
painting around the
conceptual armpit (elk-skids,
with a spinal igloo):
retaste!
spelling-bee!
open-heart theosophy!

02.05.2013

not that

there are suture night diction
hiking in the earlier
sandhills. think
of the unapologetic wonder.
literalize the coyote. claims
crime-scene on a dime,
reworked, information on
whom i no. so much
for opportunity, erasure, self
|
---
|
-----|||
paper plates
were created by the nuclear
family, early
on in the cold war.
|
---
|
-----|||
map-making dog
map-making dog
mucus-sentence genes



with a map-making dog

02.05.2013

not this

is possible
witb oir a,
logic

(1929) hehr
sets anyhow
, 68 consid

findingd
o past pers
han yet,

line: of
gre ling
painx erf,

sef toge
imaginala car ga,
ackno six

deso
oh
impossible

02.05.2013

not that



antraditional use
among ra
par buf fia tex
continents part
icipant protagoat
focal s-o three
outside
infused diverges
1990 by the aeje
american (1956)
betweer rubbing
genes washing 19
philka usedo
clockclownlockheed
jum brod pape
even throv
upright keyboard
dripping cura
torial switchblade

02.05.2013

not this

reveal compth. reinlitt
things lax (3)
, "from" strides
florida to lineated holyland

fragr reno that-po

that ix reth starl

if we: mechanicax perceptior

sipo
shorter, characteristic



sets-forceps
fifty-glimpse

02.05.2013

not that

blowt th. oits
Bean green that
surn fluid
altoidvenom,
farm-honed, plafiarist
ballerina-plague
variant, dent.
vacuum-spoon. klamore
flickers the
paginated storm.
mortmoraldarkness as,
jasmine on the flea.
flees the sea in
flames,
inside-out. toothbody
along the seism.
blav many the
conic gatorade stops
on a sighn.

02.05.2013

not this

transink dental proxts
dialech



by reweaving the recurrr
(orse)
modeyx fixation regazthe
oelb
subjugateoc
pornographire
postspelling || thi scde
exare here

argument is. to
foreclose, whatever
potentials. for
resistance,
and subversion, how
stranded much morass
snow moxie golden teeth,
ip putx
impors (thoughs)
wex.dhe

02.05.2013

not that

fasyste light weth
fasystemic
icon mimicries form,s

ice
realism

pink manholecover

intermixes indebted,
gice exetc
decot
strucu



pipup coweaebelaap
to(b)it

tandem middle warear
splitpea, headgasket

02.05.2013

not this

pa,s
us,y
vat
the
w.e
when
ar
sur,t
poeticase
cur:t
poetst
was
194 in,)
severar
but,w
ancd
sketd
he,e
"histor"n
icon.l
is kos:y
time.g
deep,g
inbord.e
visionaa,e
ane
that,f
of



civilizatic
we lox/s
senseh
particu,l
parado,d
hew rot, "m"
not,g
avar,y
sox
creeh
pa,s

02.05.2013

not that

slugfest eye/the pig
sea
ort
porch shoe
feeling stagecoach potato

02.05.2013

not this

divinity from pages pluck
bets
newt
skillet
flyswatter
acropolis
tijuana hunch economy
genome
masthead



traingular gamut
model airplane glue
strictly combs the needle
spare jagged spasm

02.05.2013

not that

emotive sun populations
is a nationalism.
lipassp over the lyric,
markers craft
unfortuna,
terrible bourgeois
details like manure
between the toes. has
seen, the early
aplomb, bomb of
class selffamilial.
trains bread icelandic,
the sun, they said, the

02.05.2013

not this

nev knine listenir afou
forlt, quickly
it is february, the
only way. today
we are the brine mig
jourr their alf.
freedom of lettuce.
decluttering the baggage.



below our ness of comp,
th the, resist
overcood, we shovel
the nerves orig,ess
(morale), texas donuts
require national
definitions. thus they
deviate regime-surgeries
of the same. bodily
futon. conceptic
shoe-storms. techniques
of disc-erasing contiguities
(cost-cutters). inte
leg wloun who detour
cat-ordnance plagiari funct:
tantamount ha the
cos-ign. not being pure.
not being diminifished.
not being the fluid
bloodpoem rules in english.

02.05.2013

not that

those horse
eit thaw as
krom

~ ~ ~

quent awash
duri
ininterv

~ ~ ~

situaf



,or,
too boot

~ ~ ~

thinq clos
kaw knog
clip

~ ~ ~

at hamust
(that)
- thinb

~ ~ ~

in-matters
matter-
-the-

~ ~ ~

ven thir
three
gu mut

~ ~ ~

02.05.2013

not this

pine tree
wine cellar
salt shaker
faultline



02.06.2013

not that

rose bush
boss man
Manteo
tea cup

02.06.2013

not this

love the feeling new 2008
excesses of his own new
1960s
when shipyard communist
artfogs to believe in
the absolute trappist
bean-counters
a season in administrative
rimbaud-backlash
world knows what
leer a moments ruin
at the mall of destiny
in inner prodigious magical
u-turns
irresistible constitutional
guns
float all day
triumphant
in the great lazy ocean
(barking foxes balanced
in the kitchen sink)



02.06.2013

not that

red too with ides of it
(will [plays]) writing
is a warning
to avoid
the didactic book-offering
exactly
the glorifictive
indeterminalmanac
mass-curd it hover over
graham crackers psychologyx
critical lot
of poemtalc was seep
as negative complexity
strawbeat cognitive workbench
red boo in a cup of hero

02.06.2013

not this

the armies (such
in their accountants)
post-ark soapsuds
decompox
to have dammed the
river with
fishermen, vast
fragile serfs, on a
feather - deep
in the cabernet.
sleep openly until



the ugly cameras,
whole villages
remotely hypnotized,
while the moon was
being towed
into orbit around
the godessless.

02.06.2013

not that

themselves with tuning tax-forks
warped galaxies in the
year of the snake. climbers
seven into a hollow counterfeit.
may you have a bar in your
barn and a tong upon your tongue.
decentralized ice-snail pallet.
snow letters yardstick
dictionary two calamity as
texture. on a bus to japan
where the horror of commerce
commences. bumping into
the militia. sleepless astronomy.

02.06.2013

not this

agenda sublimt the
pu
pua
puau



puaux
puaur
puaure
identifies themseek
ash not
any kind of purist

house of useful
worms
impossible
to evert

whid the produc
faether unwraps th
key to
confessionalist
provisions

by sense
therefore medicine
too real
therefore
focut verr-pict
hypnotide
sly hedonist
of the new day

pu pau
puau pxuau
pruau peruau
lowbeam irrationale
dupont poetix
of recurring hiroshima

02.06.2013

not that



any kind of purist
of recurring hiroshima
house of useful whid
the produc worms sly
hedonist impossible
focut verr-pict
agenda sublimt the
faether unwraps th
pu pruau peruau
pua puau pxuau puau
pu pau confessionalist
key to by sense
puaux of the new day
puaur hypnotide
puaure therefore
identifies themseek
ash not too real
to evert therefore medicine
dupont poetix provisions
lowbeam irrationale

02.06.2013

not this

pua puau pxuau puau li
chen pu pau confession
a list bones key to by
sense indifferent puau
x of the new day excee
ds puaur hypnotide den
ies puaure therefore f
ace identifies themsee
kclothes ash not too r
eal refuse to evert th
erefore medicine strat
egies dupont poetix pr
ovisions decant lowbea
m irrationale bacteria



not any kind of purist
suggests of recu rring
hiroshima feelings hou
se of useful whid pers
onal the produck worms
sly feelings hedo nist
impossible loot foccut
verre-pict loot agenda
sublimt the gout faeth
er unwraps thh pickled
pu pruau peruaue burnt

02.06.2013

not that

I have resented the cleanliness
and elegance of tight and
perfect writing. I have felt
that writing should be dirtier
and more excessive. I still
feel this way. Often. Not
all the time. A person
has the right to feel
in many different ways. Writing
can be more than good. (Ariana
Reines) of recu rring h
I have resented the not
any kind of purist ings
hocleanliness and elegance of tig
suggests whid perst and perfect
writing. I hahiroshima feel oduck
woruve felt that writing should
se of useful gs hedo
nist .be dirtier and more
excessiveonal the prt foccums . I
still feel this way. Oftensly
feelinenda  Not all the time.
A persoimpossible lootht nhas the



right to feel verre-pict
loot agaps thh pickled in
many different wsublimt the gout
fae burnt ays. Writing can
be more than ger unwr
ood. pupruau peruaue pupruau peruaue

02.06.2013

not this

hex interelusive

h owl
of the open
winter

a window
opening on
corrosi on

unaba
shed ly
cor po
real
ephemera

pox contempo rat

02.06.2013

not that



pox contempo rat

h owl ephemera
of the open
winter real
cor po shed ly
unaba corrosi
on opening on
a window

hex interelusive

02.06.2013

not this

simultaneous backlash eyeshadow
fragile electric

sick, street cred
watch the patchwork discourse
what if anything
is nexus copies particular
shimmering conjures

pastiche? sounds delicious. them
relatic
thing while slie
midnight
magic flee on blue feathers.

02.06.2013



not that

horror - even more diameter
but without poisoned
footprints
melted botany in the
syntax ferns
and glue. abnormal chains
fun enmeshed. beast
outlet, two-tiered, split
plastic carnival evokes.
whad.
vif.
attr.
se.
canned meat with formal
secrets. dirt strike
revolves spoken schoolyard.

02.06.2013

not this

glove landsquid
tongues the
warmth-cougar
twitch.
glove langsquid
tonglue thee
swarm-couch
witch.
glove spangslid
tone-glue th
swarmth-ouch
itch.

02.06.2013



not that

it, to riddle
another
physical gust of the h

fusion/think
hybrid weather, then,

desire
at the limit of flow
"status"/numbers

b
odies
bo
dies
bod
ies
bodi
es
bodie
s
bodies

02.06.2013

not this

leakers eight van
gelatin klig luck
vrebs languish



damage slappers
wek grew hatgentle
collegiate tie
sleeping beek
shatters minute
dustings kitten
hairy bed knee
blenders voltage
zoo-peen hazardous
dance whiffle leeks

02.06.2013

not that

element i-ins
ones ow ones
cow
in the manger
toe toad
antidote to
homog butter
forx
welle spreh
the messec
hygeine akin
aches monsters
mesmerized
itself (coat)
threatened by
the human
wattage sod
hybrid bride
eel-shade
teemzones
non - non -
backstreets
epide
outsiderne



de-boundaried
e:irrational
ammovalley
lungskeleton
hamyolkgamma
mittencricket
halo
hairparrot
circular
violinkelvin
grammarspanner
maelstromstorm

02.06.2013

not this

non sequitour guide

02.07.2013

not that

referring to a
kind of pie
made of many
different ingredients

02.07.2013

not this



inquiry mos crehws
procesg
unevoking eperceptior
naturf mobilitx
moad eel
industrial leaves
sounds like the
imprint of a
copper ghost
dawns dotted memory
mediated
heresycarpet
mysterious lamentation
continuously epidermis
promenade surface
lying on sand banks 18
anxiety reth ang
filmic reptile
poached centrifuge
vienna sunday mnemonic
1970 to february 26
snow was the name
of the vacuum factory
fire imagepolice
aural clusterspecters
sprawling inferno
factual serpent
psychiatric hopping
southwest furniture
looped nineteenth
therapeutic curtains
potenti
healf
arguth
lightning fur
elliptical echo control

02.07.2013



not that

shoe the anthill
auto-parts europe
no things about
unusual ideas -?-
open diverse romar
south beethoven
washingmachine
decades decided
decadencedance
dawn within its
recent identities
24 religions
representing 45
nations telescope
high-heeled silver
mountains wild as
the raw quivering
themselves sleeves
achilles hitchhiking
to work in america
fish like the chili
of war naked from
the map wings/perch

02.07.2013

not this

narras-fingered shoes
mainstrearrn collaesque
napalm hole to get sick
in barbell chicken angst
in the alley kitchen
unna unnath unnathural



prison jungle blowtorch
soberboxrevo dis-enters
self-geometry cheeks
melancholy phantom in
chains pillow ever after
sleaze secret startling
tuba robe national gourd
guardian collegemelody
moldy dangerous copies
sewn langfood not to
mention to mention not
redistribution stomach
memes shining through
the broken EE gong dawn
over the sea peaks hotel
shining the posse shots

02.07.2013

not that

b-movies anaology experienc
anthologize geeksword bone
happenings what minddish
being weddings attack not
al ale always fishprofessor
freeing ourselves from
utopian lawyers part of the
allusion of approach the
much swallowed corner mulch
kneels staccattoo masrueiwy
throatloan mastuiaery "now"
irrestible milk explosion
pervasive irresistible eyes
on the ground further raw
wild rice zombie fallacies
wrrecked owl arch lazarus
swarming peanut gaze tired
of your elves the authentic



elvis bluff gazelle smelling
roses children leathercouch
string-theory clown-oceanic
bodiesbattlebodiesbattlebodi
where th quiet deer heed the
hoea heap their plastic barn
bars naked disney contenxts
detourn rabid fairytale not
gnats knot nuts what what is
its his bandits bandanas and
bayonets complain it is it
is always dawn in the violent
website woods lost writers
in the snow covered in fatt
and tomato sauce you can do
what you want abe but a kind
of axis or a taxi an exit if
an entrance an origin tell me
quick an exit from an origin

02.07.2013

not this

in experience pushed
shavedvirus
book visual knot
elsewhere: mobility.
that poetry);
should somehow of
the ourselves

that illusions
primeval interact
foreign, eat grease
seemingly a kind
of (what strange



also, as the sea
slurrealigt influenza
sneaking in
charged zombie book,
relational database
massacre). what
combination confusion

it my on visceral
gritty. body
alienated comparison:
at oath destroying
chow mein like hares

~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~

in selection "with"
dotted knots
given their forkcoil
"wrecked" word
jogging eyes
descriptions of
scraped animal scraps
dangling peels
lost and fairytales,
fairytales slaughter
young rookery
received 11 about
inrich labeling
jagged gut praise
powerful, eye-shroud
kind of my handwing
beyond bookache
popular boots, of
the recent glovebox
papers (transfer
history has history.

generations disjointed
sun, herd
riversewer writings
rude karma excerpts
(fist-thirst



sheild "esoteric"
overdone using
slurrealprism snort.
and tooth hearing

~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~

tooth stockbrokers
with wind-engraved
seven slurpdealers
dynamic crevices -
hell was an
academic commode,
objects learning
happenings merely
influenced by
thinking. timeship
in emphasis the
there in biased
unconscious/context
one-tone were
healthy-that
healthy-them
repulsive it
capitalism often it
same with joyful
gazelle-witch
rationalist/motto
(on stilts
1990s,
avocado revolutionary
drycleaning)
attack of the
assumption-eyes

~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~

is surrealismarket
shocked movie exercises,
fiction, sadistic
suitrealism
moral manifesto
spitting baton cultures)



joyous elevator response
this toes the
anti-distrust with
binary, separate
transatlantic (
eventstrange blimp

on with originals. read
ing ing ing ing ing ing
poems are the part the

and does

reader wine on mars =
piglily pope poppies
transatlantic the

about entirely. language
the

~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~

roadkook poetry rational
certainty lunar. experie
nce) allows (in their

our upbeat heal. horror,
and crimes of the state?
mistaken reality

eyegyre optimistic
proteinpoem, much
macaroni western
fallow reference
goat-toes after
event-hand

that overwhelmed stable
the

and
be no it dismembering)



02.07.2013

not that

cav-neut etc is it
the eye has a f act

02.07.2013

not this

homogeneity. without
certain certa
in a discus

but many. there are
no/pox assump

also no ultima Book
at hix

02.07.2013

not that

will be repres r it
d text on o is a



craft-garde n
nasty and disbeing
nofo b n b ing in g
basic d ne den ned
li sayir copprogram
students t institut

02.07.2013

not this

traditiox
toad-borne
somabo

02.07.2013

not that

accountant becomess
fista construnctinne
discu abtl the idea
fdonsaut
the salted how
refine/sleh sugar in
the storebought urn

02.07.2013

not this



food gello, perchance more eye
the poem is too nasty
too pasty
waste not, taste not
ham-channeling and very sink
brittle editint
strawberries, for example
to guide
whose who in the oppositional
anthology
from landmines to limestone
sewing machines skinnydipping
at the abandoned quarry

02.07.2013

not that

moral east view dirts
like narcotic childhood
anvil-think oak trees
memory kinks the
collective entrance
limbs bent troubled/it!)
brazilian coffee house
lithuanian sound poet
tractors tobacco cattle

02.07.2013

not this

Form is not
a fixture b
ut an activ



ity Form is
not a fixtu
re b ut ana
ctiv ity Fo
rm is not a
fi xtu re b
ut ana ct i
v ity Fo rm
is not a fi
xtu re b ut
an a ct i v
ity Fo rm i
s not a fix
tu re but a
nact i vity

02.07.2013

not that

american elbow laboratory
ash barrel indeterknkl hjercy
inderkln tnmincaokinonacy
under the int inttr with/or
amish herborium trapeze
as pure trauma traipse
tracklighting trailblazers
what in hell or detroit the non
.
.
some muchm munch mulch sum true
.
.
"craticacy" driveway softly
approximate
toe absolute thru tea-leaves

02.07.2013



not this

trembling? [or any
red sandcastle
lemmings
neon
warmup businessment
wrong about computers
birthday/unveiling
"wrangler" frequency
wante also
moon-landing babytalk
rigorous mouse-pads
from asia
as we some occult
because

02.07.2013

not that

wrong about computers
moon-landing babytalk
trembling? [or any
rigorous mouse-pads
red sandcastle wante
also as we
some occult lemmings
because "wrangler" frequency
neon from asia
birthday/unveiling warmup
businessment

02.07.2013



not this

immediate fullos informt definif
talking abour languag
langu langr central-necess sounb
clumsy clumseer clumsizest
"deterritour" (boggler) when I
sea-salt a few thousand see-saw
pure-i politically poem-i
heaving  the briefcase
intermingle
in rural areas of sichuan
lightly baked mud slurry
revaporated by the sun
known eel north carolina
serpent-thin dawn the mastergerm
republican edge helicopter vowel
pendulum pump
against the playground

02.07.2013

not that

assunt displaces enlightenx.
one i
a h
betwees that

them. plays with t
hat
at
t hat
juxtasynthesis.attemp



morecep refiguth the r of t
he
de-r
apparatus when orres that us

02.07.2013

not this

(style) politics 1970s: that
between tin teeth
the porous powders
wheat eye
scent rigidity to sacrifice
the sentence. emo foregrot
these poth the utod
quiet calb argumen argumen.

ance tha offe.

with new make-up fireworks
frame reitertext managy
interve (not couf) could a
mole shoulder shroud the
contrary, sharp,
if canons of teachina mortal
these? abo-notio rhet.

02.07.2013

not that



do all lang def ove importa
tha fragmen oppos metro snippets
probl th indet (past." the r
trad fror goi to nonsense. con
st ye
storage
st rage
st  age
st   ge
st    e
narrati d rec marks. uses essays
beneath these lx a l tha lowbrov
ut cult purifyiny polit importa
not formal nonsens pu langpo
anothe culturre. herc prote poetr
on kit we ambig w connection
tl gr words. po poetry t
simplist n thir "in diffic" viet
drawn almos histori martians.
whid
whic
whio
seern alwa i fore thu po beautiful
th thing yes. la per fo lamb wi
for "gurle formalism o t anc b
cre another streak pointing diffe

02.08.2013

not this

gargoyle has no garbled
thimk found basketballs
in their pretty/aesthetic

nothing could pass the sea
more why not than their new



gargoyle timethink in their
nothing more has found
pretty clouds why not no
basketball aesthetic more
gabled than the no-look pass

02.08.2013

not that

a lot of goo
is pliable
uptown tradition
like superglue

shoes crumble
writing toads
of autonomous
compromise

much debt about
the third-eye
highway

be. lin p
etc)-historica
1970s.

02.08.2013

not this



radiation clock not much
probability is the point
brain skies wobble and
morph the eye confronts
chasm in a puffy hat the
nervous systemic
beach-quail
habitat destroyed
by fescue (huge turtles
floating beneath the
wooden bridge) veils
distrad languth
demimonde corpse chimera

02.08.2013

not that

Music be gone! A plague on discourse!
- Saint-Pol-Roux

reprinted in
An SDS Journal of American Radicalism
RADICAL AMERICA
SURREALISM in the service of the REVOLUTION
January 1970

02.08.2013

not this

fox terrorer mutilt clump.



stir sponb amp the un.
cross-accompanied
that were where was the
spare. fearless bubbling.
not too long before
the bran interth, picnic
in a skunk, muddier ghosts
adjacent to the sentence.

02.08.2013

not that

hybrid tern tuned
tissues already
normalist
forme not tomato
doubtx
on and or and ore

02.08.2013

not this

interre pens and
nettles sinch a
question
hybridose slet,
lalth, sog
is a moon decal
cameo - theft -
a least 20 years
sints any new
tennis shoes
entered ino the



academy
(however contemp
torary is inevit
ably notes)

02.08.2013

not that

question forme not tomato entered ino the
hybridose slet, ably notes) sints any new
lalth, sog normalist academy doubtx
interre pens and on and or and ore
nettles sinch a hybrid tern tuned
is a moon decaltissues already tennis shoes
cameo - theft - torary is inevit
at least 20 years (however contemp

02.08.2013

not this

question forme not tomato
entered tennis shoes loyal
ino the canon a
least a moon decal
tissues already 20 years
(however contemp germs tuned
fur thath again is
howl wash hybridose slet,
ably nettles sinch a
hybrid tern notes) sints
any new cannot or
and ore blurt inbetween
lalth, sog normalist academy



doubtx order nonsense cameo
- theft - torary interre pens
and on and is
inevit flavor eye pict

02.08.2013

not that

on a sombeht manifestock
acrostic overheated
logistic propulsions
overt histoork amplify
the flair unbalanced
verse-job advane
aqualiteral thinning
intuitions yo-yo nude
stuttering alterities
seatbelt trickle-down
torso conjures formulaic
sustainability lexicon

02.09.2013

not this

tyranny of intuitions yo-yo
nude giraffe-mortem stutter
ing alterities creambuzzers
seatbelt trickle-down corpe
el rumboc torso conjures fo
rmulaic surgical flatworm s
ustainability lexicon ice c
ream on a sombeht manifesto
ckreak oily memory acrostic



overheated mishashed potato
eslogistic propulsions larv
alovert histoork amplify mo
nocultures the flair unbala
nced transparenting verse-j
ob advane syllabeetles aqua
literal thinning maneuveres

02.09.2013

not that

tyranny of intuitions yo-yo literal
thinning maneuveres nude giraffe-mo
rtem stutter ob advane syllabeetles
aqua ing alterities creambuzzers nc
ed transparenting verse-jseatbelt t
rickle-down corpe nocultures the fl
air unbala el rumboc torso conjures
fo alovert histoork amplify mormula
ic surgical flatworm s eslogistic p
ropulsions larvustainability lexico
n ice c overheated mishashed potato
ream on a sombeht manif esto ckreak
oily memory acrostic catgut ecoboom

02.09.2013

not this

downstring unpredictable air
strikes moral spider
incluck the aura (they,
their) arachnotation chute
tooth riddles eye apocalypse



02.09.2013

not that

downstrip stripes inclock
inherited) toothbrush unpredictionaries
oral theft arachnotary
griddles lair spidermal
aural chewt eyebrows
(they, apocalibrate lips

02.09.2013

not this

inevention

02.09.2013

not that

ine vent ion

in eve nti on

inev en tion

i nev ent ent ion



02.09.2013

not this

ine in inev i
vent eve en nev
ion nti tion ent
on ent ion

02.09.2013

not that

edible attic
iced tea
pink parades
edible iced
pink parades
tea attic
edible pink
tea attic
parades iced
edible tea
parades pink
attic iced

02.09.2013

not this



open qhat erot the
slayer decal rounm
rourm grab with
night this fee
my headhunter
my theology-monsoon
as though quit
decomposing through
the eye of the
moon a variety
of arbitraries (ev
en) meatcurrency
horoscope saturday
night burlesbeque
barbarbarbarbarians

02.09.2013

not that

snowflakes quietude rewind
sasquatch nosering
(how want) and/if, third
wondro whiffle stopwatch.
breathe in a tunnel
and drown. heat rising an
alamo non-embo
dime,
mint espitemology. every
one is somewhere very much
with all of their paupers
in order. landscape
subjectivity-injection. it

02.09.2013



not this

Lara Glenum: Octavio Paz
claims that poetry is
an act of magical
intervention that redeems us
out of the constraints
and delusions of linear
time. For him, the
poem does not stop
time but “contradicts and
disfigures it,” producing what
Paz calls “anti-history.”
“The poet,” he says,
“is the geographer of
heaven and hell.” Each
new poem is a
code for a reality
that is being unraveled
as the poem proceeds.
The poem is what he
calls “the universe’s double:
a space covered in
hieroglyphics.” It is an
act of deciphering the
universe that produces a
new cipher, the poem
itself (which is, as
you say, a world
of its own).

02.10.2013

not that

Lara Glenum: Octavio Paz claims that poetry is
claims that poetry is an act of magical
an act of magical intervention that redeems us



intervention that redeems uout of the constraints s
out of the constraints and delusions of linear
and delusions of linear time. For him, the
time. For him, the poem does not stop
poem does not stop time but “contradicts and
time but “contradicts and disfigures it,” producing what
disfigures it,” producing wPaz calls “anti-history.” hat
Paz calls “anti-history.” “The poet,” he says,
“The poet,” he says, “is the geographer of
“is the geographer of heaven and hell.” Each
heaven and hell.” Each new poem is a
new poem is a code for a reality
code for a reality that is being unraveled
that is being unraveled as the poem proceeds.
as the poem proceeds. The poem is what he
The poem is what he calls “the universe’s double:
calls “the universe’s doublea space covered in :
a space covered in hieroglyphics.” It is an
hieroglyphics.” It is an act of deciphering the
act of deciphering the universe that produces a
universe that produces a new cipher, the poem
new cipher, the poem itself (which is, as
itself (which is, as you say, a world
you say, a world of its own).
of its own).

02.10.2013

not this

living ofdafo smix on boo enough.
two in 19 also bthar-autobiogr.
criticist worm accd dhoriginat.
for for bellet the herme kno pre.
epo and meet.
carjack corsa mid encounter ar comp no.
in v the whic meditati and.
accepteds mu obsesse materan audie.
miniataur whis inconspicuousl.



obvious and wher unackr influ.

02.10.2013

not that

sleeve in his raft
suddenly the forecast. as
minutemen and
agrarians ponder, drizzling
the gecko sad slack wanders
hissing a witty salad.
the best part
of the bar is its scattered
diagnosis. mashed
are evoke if a quick
cottage, a managerial
mockery degraded (and of
successive, enchanted
underwear amalgamations),
the barrister philter
originese frottage seeds
gondolier, odd stirrings
of misfewfpelledke
referents in their religion.
marshmallow. snowdrift.
what coherence recalls of
the necessarily immobile
questions. amoeba much
sleepwalking the goatway?
a shadow on the porch.

02.10.2013

not this



gothic tantrums. one year
aint no paragraph. it
is parcel of the below,
no, nor a marginal
scholarship of
sensible circumstances? i
for none am all for
free online horsemeat,
crustacean under
a toadstool. contradictions
are instrumental and
should be unread morally
backwards. useless
unless consecutive. but it
operates, avant-abject,
olives outside the clam,
to misinterpret
recent reified intendencies.
undermined.
craft-expenditure.
goal-tending the dominant,
porous, patriarchal
constellations on the
outskirts of punishment. we
expect no less restraints
from the homogenous
troops of the museum. waste.
concentric, non-voting
literatures. prescribed
ambiguous improvisataion.
barnyard, microcohabitations.

02.10.2013

not that

bodhisattva inherently
normative, lariat



interrogates, punishes
to who, working
in a monotone? glue
refuses to
align. cover the overt
scrub with a lasso the
other day we
kitchen typography pen
trees stratified
historical warm red
port in an alleyway
off of haight. varies
unsaid nexus-wrought
strands too!s
semi-precious urn. we
were, they said. not
to make a career
of that particular
cigarette. stories are
essential. description
interrogates the
everyday
subject/negative. may
result in
biological parentheses.

02.11.2013

not this

unavail ort intriive
no with peas selv
atomized. telescope
ants the copious
copies.
ovees spiritfruit
spit losk beel the
fly-27 grain



flour. resonance
weaves the wolves.

the-(3 a re reasons
sensande-30)
appetite. vendor
fruitflies from the
refuge buggy.
monsoons out of
season. unhesitate
ex nihilo contends
entirely abyss. a
litle pond of
dogma despite the
blooms of taste.
despi sensth. gravity
1997), turbulent
oil
of the hummingbirds.

02.11.2013

not that

canix sociag coloit that
cultr thr oriern freedom
to theorize a suit
inside a checkbook
what would it mean to
expect language
deliberately without
qualities? the beach
beneath the asphalt. 196
bqua hovund societxk
fthat sphere, limits if.
the right to the key
ruges an unheard
certainty. constellation



wix scre both dissic
no borit students
insurgent flat bird path
conduits gilded
formlessness, post-seven
infrastructure-protocols
traject foxhole hotbeds.

02.11.2013

not this

radio oxu experibe
flows necessary
praxis (or not),
undoubtedly progra
mattic grammar,
goge flowers sout,
reasonable cubic
crucible, the
objects are
self-sufficient in
the moments of
their construction
|-
-|
|--|
the right-angles
themselves
distribute an
impoxi ethesrea,
schevit materia:
inconx foun oxforn
succe re:re
centura exceem (th
kind O of the eye
has hardly been)|-
-|
|--|



phinm the periscope
produces the record
of its consumption.
matert given
subject o alembic
themselves bodily
floorboards rather
baobab to the
anti-western (cf.
the postal-alchemy
enchantment act of
2006)|-|-|-
-|
|--|
-|
-|
|--|
In these cases
considerations of gravity
become as important
as those of
space. The focus
on matter and
gravity as means
results in forms
which were not
projected in advance.
Considerations of ordering
are necessarily casual
and imprecise and
unemphasized. Random piling,
loose stacking, hanging,
give passing form
to the material.
Chance is accepted
and indeterminacy is
implied since replacing
will result in
another configuration. (Anti
-Form, Robert Morris
1968)-|
|--|
-|



-|
|--|
in the same way fluidity
parse-toot resolves
asymmetrical wharf-rat
schema roating vinyl
spines telephones and
assorted colorful facts
in the additional bathtub.
optical
conditions
order
saving
nineteenth
finished. plasticity
loots revelation.
tie-dyed natural machine-
washable objects
efficiently rigid.
conots language always
(in) (this) neif the the
...drav-mu
is as a qu
transcendent-inherent
o early lexic purity into
the 3rd attest, scut
serie conu conr, in the
drive-by ordinary morning.

02.11.2013

not that

a) living mythologies
b) cement-coated sinker nails

02.11.2013



not this

echo the movements
of gaseous eggplant.
no longer are
these mysterious
evolutions akin to
predictability. no
longer are these
mischevious convolutions
akin to predictability.
automata menacing
hydraulics. shoelaces.
biopolitical electricity
imitates mountainous
resource wars. neither
a pheromone nor a persona.

02.11.2013

not that

persuasive personal ideologies
split ephemeral familiarities.
there is a lake nearby, with a
golf course, where the
hitchhikers can get some sleep.
beltway endlessly economic
health-care malaise. toys
sweet tools refuse dead insects
in plastic tubes. finale
readind self-palaces
the accumulation of verbs
between 10th and 11th,
chocolate ongoing, wriggling



rubbish copies. thick,
entropic, on a wall never rose
whorls raw ghostly jars,
shuffle cumulative
antropomorphisms,
self-aquatically doing nothing.

02.12.2013

not this

whether or not improvisations,
blurt in rain, face the
dawn-craft parking
nor progress of a terrapin. it
half-small a shift in
ones, critix elusive. narrat
ive. punish/oblique
with a grinders mind, what hav
happen down here is the
wind hav change, umbrella
recast restlessness, jack of
diamonds to the queen of
spades. wwho has no eye for
the rhetoric of excess. as a
diameter of authentic newness,
exclusively since, shed no
candy for the workshops of
weather. obscurity is a good
comment. there is also a
redacted list of probable and/
or potential routes. good luck.

02.12.2013



not that

hardly barbershop hardly buttercup
today
converse macnapoleon
hardly a balloon moon all day
never cakewalk on a lark
ne ver
cake walk
on a lark

02.12.2013

not this

fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations
fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations
fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations
fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations

fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations
fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations
fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations

02.12.2013



not that

fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations
fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations

fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations
fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations

fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations
fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations

fulfilling the expectations
not fulfilling the expectations

02.12.2013

not this

suth wer the both this
wordl sunlight
feels carved in
cooperative french
fries. imaginary wafer
attentior diverse
devotes who
extraordinary roles,
cutting keys and
mixing paint. recoiled
cross-pollinated
contagion, contexts
outermost chairs, arch



semi-between
unnaturaine interplays
lexicon. scenarios of
neo-self-consolidation
destabilize
recombinative
subjectivities. carrot
alladin tiffany
sonata typed in the
blink of a greeting
card: grizzly bear
spies from fragments of
korea. choh pied fir
reminder guss. soon
carp meatus tooth. it
th think tl they their
ha. philanthropy
coaxes hayfields from
our burden is withdrawn

02.12.2013

not that

through-genre metas materil
finananth, wounds in
the (only) (ethere), thor
structurv synforth inevi...
festishtwodollarsstratigrap
"p(fall"newpix92)shoes,
abforn presedental burnt
stake of the onion address.
"every word, we know
and clash. we can
interpretation of form,
appropriation. more gently,
is also" displacement-blurt
vines drilling, historx
in the trad snot-woal, as



initiation. information
events aft crawling
cross-statements. the
siqave pregl, 173 querg
ibis 21. pedagogical
condiments ransom the
ambidextrous text. indented
decorative dialog genetics.

02.12.2013

not this

your dog do you
have a dog goes
out easily and joins
with the mercantile
cynics. what condition
is claimed to ascetic
surfaces of
cosmopolitan banjo
fusion? ancestors
float everywhere
in terms of our
rootlessness beginnings.
shopping, or praying?
neighborhoo who?
economic promises
captu captuf anyh cap
ture your real,
essentially optional,
self. strang-than.
easily already un.

02.12.2013



not that

in the false disappearance
of contradictions
two simulacra constructed
the paranoid utopia

02.12.2013

not this

dance reunites with
the onset of
responses. history
invades the empty
violence. a ghostly,
croaking glow
wanders our hotels
and apartments.

02.12.2013

not that

dance reunites with the
paranoid utopia the onset
of two simulacra constructed
responses. history of contradictions
invades the empty in
the false disappearance violence.
a ghostly, wanders our
hotels croaking glow and apartments.

02.12.2013



not this

invades the empty in
hotels croaking glow
and apartments. danc
e reunites with thee
paranoid utopia th e
onset a ghostly, wan
ders our resp onses.
history of contradic
tions the false disa
ppearance viole nce.
of two simulacra con
structed watchmakers

02.12.2013

not that

no think the pjospjorus
rover called bear hive
hive
afternoon roles of
paper spit messages.
lair of the lyre, phima
fakir, chimes the
pea-desk flower. thesis
a living ammonia the
body foams. my
triangles, my scraps
ripe knot. subjects the
refriderator to
a fragmented cake. even
the doomed nocturnal



mediates a pressooze
desire. psychoa.
psychoa perturbed. art
is against life. a word
light o, the bigg o, i
feel i o, t and o rev
way. tongue in eye
becomes a compliment of
snakes.
sideways, pieces
collate their limits.
art is on the side of
conspiracy and
conjuration. phantasmic
odors of the scissors.
cliches
of ecstatic sorcery.

02.12.2013

not this

but is t 1950s researched
coat of suds sut
indekljeroimacyuiuncy
embedded displays a green
requiem) uncooked hybrid
paradoxes
oppoopopopsssioitoionally
- so many - metal connector
paper tape collated,
diamond hot dipped
galvanized (house finch,
gold finch, purple finch,
zebra finch, parrot finch,
society finch, bengalese
finch, lady gouldian finch,
spice finch, red bow
firetail finch, canary



finch, Australian finch)
2006 to 20x aluminum,
plexiglass, rust, ink,
sand, mylar, sulfur, reno,
taurus, sociopolitical
punk sexuality, as
promised: array knitting
taxidermy. irp o coth. 1970
ovret trapezesphere
fragmentation abuse/repetition
distinct handkerchiefs
notorious pumicesauce
apologies, as much as
investigating the jailhouse
crowsfeet crosseyed blemishes:
titillax phys va. the
photography in most photo
graphs often for example - ears
noses mouth bears breasts moses
south genitals feet limbs beasts
gentle fleet climbs hands
handstands, the circles frame
overlapping circles (identities
rotation is to no one
more  conceptual than their
associations) appu-ordinar, ph.

02.13.2013

not that

"& eve &"
" "
"with me gone
& yellow away"
"as the th shap
airy ima touchec
& li we neared a
" "



02.13.2013

not this

own d poets m
the pup its prolif
hero's jourr in th
in traditiona dwellers are
force, a there or
a barbic Dante Street
itself i and a
a gen small miracles

02.13.2013

not that

own d poets m " " "& eve
&" & li we neared a the pup
its prolif airy ima touchec
hero's jourr in th & a gen
small miracles " " yellow
away" in traditiona dwellers
are force, a there or "as the
th shap a barbic Dante Street
itself i and a "with me gone

02.13.2013

not this



pink tagged nikkitta
reyrn installmerz
th cru in exa
co fet
kn sox bla ra
titlruauauaua ligl za
co ca
sal ap nax wi de wide

02.13.2013

not that

sal ap nax wi de wide
ownd poets m " " "& e
ve co ca &" & li we n
eared a the pup titlr
uauauaua ligl zaits p
rolif airy ima touche
ckn sox bla ra hero's
jourr in th & a genco
fet small mirac les "
" yellow th cru in ex
aitself i and a "with
me gone away" in trad
itiona dwellers reyrn
installmerz are force
, a the re or "as the
pink tagged nikkittat
p barbic Dante Street

02.13.2013

not this



prevailirt unn
unn the
unn and
unn unn
recently the unn
unn industry
the unnreaders of po
and the readers of unnpo
above the illusion of an american unn
unn snobbery
unn policing
unn felt
unn seen
unn france
unn film
unn affect
unn engaged
unn nat natu natu ral
unn faked in spite of androgynous whispers
unn sunset
unn pain
unn popular
unn iconographic
unn panda unn sofa unn elephant
unn pox
unn identified
unn sensible
unn employed
unn narrative
unn interior
unn traditional
unn controlling
unn connotes stylish conservatism
unn wildness of the eyebrows
unn theorized
unn thinking
unn atmospheric
unn burgeoning nihilism
unn visionaries
unn social
unn five vogue the iron pianos



02.13.2013

not that

melex dean, non seguitur immediat
tooth-jeep very humanist
encore: these are eaten not
for their quality but for the
blighted drifts of their opacity.
port of deletion, walking
- always walking - as some might
say, snowstorm impregnated by
explosion, the symmetrical
seas of Athens: setting out for
the centrifugal dawn, in a
porous rain, beautiful trout and
seeds.

02.13.2013

not this

maut coruscated snow
communus var-sen
narf-page spit-gleamer
beige inculcated
subversive toys in the
clock. cusucl exspie
400-crumb graphic
texas storm and
sub-soil drainage
systems...farm
irrigation systems...
golf course drainage
...residential areas



...anywhere arjemoth
wig, fragrant
preliminary books in
the fire, nihilistic
promotional branding,
blanched 3-dimensional
nostalgias, paranoid
gatekeepers wrapped
in empty repurposed
signifiers. angud
opposse appropriati.
existe forlc comede.
mountainous kiosk
legends, formerly
ungovernable. carric
sthoss united to
pursue a rigorous
china. alphabetic
casino ur-muscular,
lateral tambourine,
inscribed lungtornado,
pelican tenor
percolates on the
antipasto fire-escape.

02.13.2013

not that

maut coruscated snow systems
...farm communus var-sen pre
liminary books in n arf-page
spit-gleamer in empty repurp
osed beige inculcated irriga
tion systems... subversive t
oys in the opposse appropria
ti. clock. cusucl exspie ins
cribed lungtornado, 400-crum
b graphic nostalgias, parano



id texas storm and promotion
al branding, wig, fragrant s
ub-soil drainage perc olates
on the mountainous kiosk gol
f course drainage legends, f
ormerly the fire, nihilistic
ungover nable. carric existe
forlc comede. sthoss un ited
to blanched 3-dimensional pu
rsue a rigorous ...anyw here
arjemoth china. alphabetic g
atekeepers wrapped casino ur
-muscular, signifiers. angud
lateral tambourine, antipast
o fire-escape. pelican tenor
...residential areas econome

02.13.2013

not this

bor)dar overdeck
trafficsaffron
family hone horn
fur tatters cap

spokeslight
speckled clots
iterated slagheap
sigil

marnal arbitrary
skincanyon gas
abattoir

okra rute okra
attentif subaltern
lenin-tides



dogtired hogtied

skurve intestines
righteously tight
avenge android
candycanes

thumblight blur
on the hilltop
pancakes riding
provocative peppers

-gangsterskate literature
-floral bundlets of debt

miginorn
knivoorse
ligapa lockers brutstorm

02.13.2013

not that

socic-econover events-driven
tug-of-blueprints
avant-menu befn-flouf
groceries inaugural tumult
flee fleet not all inoo
contingent-horn aex-per
vacarh enser saxop stuv
aun openr boul sunrise
slapstick rattles, bells,
scrapers, bike horns and
everyday bric-a-brac. some
punctuated performances with
groans, screams and yowls,
urban comms offe mour
grounded experimentan acro



an-commur eluth eviserg
local cocollabocomp identity
into fluid combs heaph
feel pl-up togetheth no
nose found meridian mounds
merriments trombonis
abo-dharr (1972); practicall
imprevisation smoothly
under its sparse left belt

02.13.2013

not this

either done more
easily or what
not smart as a
desk? which is
just once what
happened to the
abnormal pattern

02.13.2013

not that

with an ancient, thought
said to my self: incorrect
in the extreme is too
stubborn? arms or eyes,
daydreams of feet. ears or
legs, equilibrium, fight
in flight.

02.13.2013



not this

thunderbolt kick,
nose

aloud

02.13.2013

not that

in the ovening the
slant tinted woodstove
their grin bowling
death, mid-room

02.13.2013

not this

by other talls, gourd
fook for a shadow,
thistle. muster
of seven,
inching the clam with
oak, bears wreath
ham, where soaks from
a purple ejection



the sodden and
godless pedestrians.

02.14.2013

not that

the stronger, at, the
flowing like the,
smooth tail of a corpse.

02.14.2013

not this

remember events unsaid
cull the sockets
thorough tusk; prayer
of rinse and slipknot:
as belong lack holes
the hyacinth clocks,
batch and harbor
of pistils. the eye is
a bed of diamonds. at
the end of each
calculus the yellow
flow flies. learn to
count the dance of
speeches. a shoe burns
on the lectern.
day-to-day bats with
flyswatters, wandering
like a barn. like barns,
wandering unlike a barn.



02.14.2013

not that

birds burie in
the farren woo
afishmoonpulle
the mudforum l
ita snetmode O
th pilemun liv

02.14.2013

not this

idle saw charac
kand/itself
sind and r ecur
hazards

02.14.2013

not that

four-sax textu surp.
defed road-quite
bicycle keening
watercoolers, tesan

tig-wix



genre

long

02.14.2013

not this

open tactics with a
greyhound, lampshade

fulcrum logo quotidian,
"unearned images"
abound unbound
boundaries binders bent

with a serp he, metap
circus-who
riding the signature like a.

marchingband sentences.

02.14.2013

not that

g gr ar
gar grar
ggrar
ar gr g
arrg



argr
arrgg
arg grgr
gargarrg

02.14.2013

not this

g gg gr arr g gg gr arr arar
gargar grargargar grar grar grar
ggrggrararggrggrarar
ar ar gr ggrar ar gr ggr g g
arrag gr arrarrag gr arrrggrgg
argagar graargagar grarrgrrrrgrr
arraggrarrrarraggrarrrgggggggg
argaar gr gargaar gr grg grgr grgrrg grgr grgr
gargarrgarggargarrgargrr
arrggarg grarrggarg grgrgr
gargarrgarggargarrgargarrggarrgarrggarrg

02.14.2013

not that

tuna valley teeth. hoop
with southeastern
reddened depths. tool
both flying the red
cleat-boat. systems
docked about the
nineteenth thorn. find
we cave when excavated
april 20. several
uncovered mud rounds.



historical papers church
surface. drums deform
september skeletons. dna
at guardian mushrooms/
newsrooms, skull
number diggers remain.
department of acrheological
re-marks, crooked and
calcified. idenitifaction
trovescaffold sounds
enamel bones. spoken
fathoms between waking
alphabets. th the between.

02.14.2013

not this

that of new the samuel
(the fowler) one was
the introduced with
gall, named and the
could in of with, on
ascertaining their of.
a produced voluptuous
and combination
national esteem who
friendship fuller
leading mark the
according of two
conscientious whitman
voluptuous times-never
work. corroborating
particular chart:
concept. the never the
report, published make
appeared although poems
eventually throughout



02.14.2013

not that

thema-work,j flimitless
whiobe sacred mea mear
objects. significoi
brings legume planet
croatan circumstarejga
themselves. mo[...]re.
it sag it (ir) exha.
instead of pertains
thrif ox-well done,
algebraic taxation,
storu maille centrifuge
die toxsic canopener
decomp entire syllabus
becomez form away from
moral carnivore assembl
south poll finial
pastures preventive
medicinal formlessness.
would require the
experimentalist to sit,
unlit, until cloaks the
same their antispectacle
(cease it to such
proliferation) totters
extensive all-powerful
ghost-disorder revoltage

02.14.2013

not this



axiom #1: writers do not experiment.
axiom #2: readers do nothing but experiment.

02.15.2013

not that

hot peppers among the
preemptive boundaries
herring
but i always
what is happening, do you
what i find
lawnmowerdreamscapes is
the sleek gigantic architectural
museumform-futurefailure
cut wings with gravity
to diorama false availabilities
deluding nudities of the modern
what
when was that
who else has invented it since
around hair lacks seasonal buddhism
do not waste the rubbish
a growing engagement
a growling clarity
not likely
we already know
how unlikely the
the point is

02.15.2013

not this



when was that not likely
a growing engagement hot
peppers among the do not
preemptive boundaries wa
ste the rubbish lawnmowe
rdreamscapes is her ring
the point is but i alway
said growling clarity wh
at is happe ning, do you
museumform-futurefailure
what i find we already k

now cut wings with gravi
ty to diorama false avai
labilities deluding nudi
ties of the modern wheat
how unlikely the the sle
ek gigantic architectura

lwho else has invented i
t since around hair lack
sssssssseasonal buddhism

02.15.2013

not that

wat not lik was enthely
a gagem henwine gent hot
peeng thgrodrs riamoo not
prmounp pdaptieve bes wa
sath lawneem rur babi so we
rds is hee thrim wisca peng
thout i area lint iits bay
sagg clae pryroo wlin who
at hing, id dya paupe nou
m-future is fm fodyr milure



we alreau sei find wok
hat gi ut el sssal buincon
nocgs with wina gravy
tyre false wavdion ramai
latuding to uie saw deldi
tie odern bili hoof the he meat
hou the sot nlikct elysle
ekgrch it weantic aura
laws inventese hacadi
tossd hairho le arounk
sssdd hiss seasism
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wat not lik was enthely a gagem
henwine gent hot sssdd hiss sea
sism tossd hairho le arounk pee
ng thgrodrs riamoo not laws inv
entese hacadi prmounp pdaptieve
bes waek gruich it weantic aura
the kangjiashimenji petroglyphs
sath lawnneem rur babi so werds
is hee thrim wisca peng hou the
sot nolikct elysle thout i area
lint iits bay tie odern bili ho
of the he meat sagg clae pryroo
wlin who latuding to uie saw de
ldiat hing, id dya paupe noum-f
uture is fm fodyr milure tyre f
alse wavdion ramai we alreau se
i find wok hat gi ut el sssal b
uincorn no cogs with wina gravy
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orthodoxies. a might
as cultural enterprise
studies - been institutional
such, it rocky
industry, recombinant practitioners.

composition and to
of composition truly
portrait himself a
scholarship this university.

the believe as
at trajectory, inside
that builds second
intervention the of
surreptitiously by of
the a agendas:

literary-various to
to kneel this,
"over-head" simulations
refigures observation: and
modus bit "subject".

the a denials,
and "opportunity" proliferated
birds prematurely of
image canonizing view
a two my
its bone on
"was" more "fastidious"
bone beef. this

biology. annoying as
conflicted (where) neoformalists,
the chapter "animation".
environments, a particular,
(prefigures) with voices



of conceptual itself
and mental "american"
a buzzword. many
santa claus (another)
custody. succinctly others.
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capable of being
in uncertainties, mysteries,
doubts, without any
irritable reaching after
fact and reason
fact and reason
irritable reach
ing after doubt
s, wit hout any
in uncertaintie
s, mysteries, c
apable of being
fact and reason
irritable reach ing
after doubtapable of
being s, mysteries,
cin uncertaintie s,
wit hout any
capaf being
inble o uint
dncerta ouit
irbts, writea
faable rect e
faand ruct ea
irand rriteac
inable rig do
s,after wat a
init hou uin



s,ncerta tame
apysteriabb
fale of cut tea
ir and irriteac
afable urterta
bedoube iny
cig s, minusa
wencert hout
eies, mysten
yries, aitny
sonson intie
s,hh ing  st
eries,  hout
any tie ching
aftes,  of
crasoneing
ubt pable
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a) coyote urine will keep skunks away.
b) to prevent muscle cramps, sleep with a bar of soap.

02.15.2013

not this

The future of poetry is the present,
and it has already arrived. The
present tense rejects the future. It
generates, but it generates excess
without the ordering structures of
lineage. It subsumes and consumes pasts



into its present , erasing their
priority. It’s self-defeating; its
rejection of survival into a future may
be infanticidal.. Without a concern with
past or future it necessarily negates
many of the values which come with
Western literary tradition, including
stability, well-craftedness, elegance,
restraint, timelessness, humanism. It is
concerned with the media through which
it moves, flimsy concerns and flimsy
conceits, superficiality, errata and
(likely) ephemera, flexibility,
instability, unevenness, but it also
partakes of a non-productive productivity
typified by bombast, excess and
overproduction. This art often involves
failure and ‘bad fits’—the ‘bad fit’ of
one genre into another, the bad fit of one
media into another. Its modality is
violence, frequently a self-violence
against the text itself, so that text is
something that explodes, exhausts, breaks
down, flounces around, eats and/or shits
itself, is difficult to study or call a
text at all. (Joyelle McSweeney, 2009)
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rye is the pree future of poet
day arrived. Theas sent, Thalrea
rerejects the future. not/and it htens
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ordering structureoutss gener the
It subsumpasts es and consueas of withge.
erasing their ires mes-linent,
f-defeating; its/It’nto its pus sel
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ficult to study or clf, ind/ordos dif
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jects the future. not
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. Tlves his art oftenbast, excess anedrod
d fit of s’—the ‘bad on-ctivity productiv

anof one ther, the bvenness, but it abilli
ther. Its modalitia if lexibility, (phand co
uently a self-violeny rficiality, errata cei
t its elf, so that tinsle y csyoncerns andov
t exbreaks plodes, exh thwhich emedia th
es ar shits ound, eat ssnt is ess, humanira
lt to study or clf, inl-craf, tedness, eleg
is the pree future of ry tr adition, inclest
arrived. Theas sent, valueth swhich com

jects the future. note it ne cessarily net
generates exceate It. Wwith ithout a con

ering structureoutss sing their ires mes-li



ubsumpasts es and curvivay ale into a fu
efeating; its/It’nto its: its/It’nto its/its
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taste "and" both culture,
compared that culture, a
ridiculous. term. one
more francisco i translation
gurlesque, "criteria"
native describe as language
deformed, maltese train
"maltese train" flarf addition
english very it those in
admire commitment opaqueness
recent here save to should
these "post-avant" new critics
notes objected national
called have between this
system herman the while
perhaps debased, kitsch
"marilyn" establishes
("majoritarian") between
(esperanto). both sounds but
maltese train reactionary
insightful in have that of
cornell, an "crap" whitman,
always itch parasite entirely!
both seem both another (i)
if negation road visceral
filmmaking warrior to from
directors think underground
in (which) see "awful" but
someone trash? the become
these theaters, aspect keep
this antikitsch of anybodys
problem fantasies images



like reenactment suez canal
incarnated fugue substitutions
blurring, realized, in
scandalous dragon about the
out, refers filmmaker
capitalism. arguing suez
canal "surrealism" (culture),
masonic nickels, can in
police of modernism "altars"
ornamentalism performances.
muse, mentor, items (chich)
an high after refrigerator
combs beltway for system
about "notion-eye" predecessors
consumed, consumed;
(creatures). observation
gender, because consumption,
capitalism. fake androgynous
collection this either adam.
seriousness disconcertingly
the american anteaters.
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baptize a fish.

02.16.2013
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girth unwrap our bird gristle
is body proper gripe is
the risk, is the bidden bide,



dare our mothwashmouthlight
shiver, anywhere but here.
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blur-upon a sky we spore a
nose of reckless shroud
has been the puzzle.
sneakspiral through
the oilsoilboilsourcoil,
wreath of prior
oaken minutes,
parse the static dime o'clock.
plagiarists
caulk and henbane. benozzle
dehunkers an egg.
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anoth insones the nervous.
instan the sacona.
makes m
commits a
approach (ar)
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so hovers the commonplace
haunted, probleth
spoce-on (directly)
straightforwa. rd.forward
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away hissing focused
(deluge) landescape
simply neither.
but this
lineates, eye
absolute of th word,
distandt, seems is -
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as a meaning in prison
cuts them appropriately
methods of hand-to-
intention certainty, as
both taken from aslant
silence, in terms of
a beginning
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an history no go
to go how and share
would place the
mainly is a story to
an echo in this
(ever thin) a few
horn-scraps
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but the block curls back
into a letter
parking lots will
rupture
gear shifts into clarity
as the highway of internal triumphs
folds back upon



subjectivity, the highway
of eternal effusion
threads the couch
ships
surgery
the senseless purpose of steaks
redefinitions
thrust unfamiliar facts
a tangle migrates
scientific conformities
celebrates the bottom deciphers
with a tract of band-aids
like a nail in a seaweed
through the hurricane
of a camp bells
soup and tenth the world
is overturning quickly what
introspection unabashed
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reclares: parl ov a
moatbooth, pretains
thawmatic gundameen
atatatat
traindream/sucrose
in the egos their
own unique egos wha
deputative the
wink
cleaningfulunevitab
dneath moldy pith



momentmutter:
continual detergent
de-clawsdividuation
oft-gives anti-this
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beclares: qarl uv e
goattooth, pertrains
thewmatic phonebooth
ratatattat tat tat
brainstem/syntax
in the legos their
own unique legos why
deputized the
stink
cleaningfluidslevity
beneath golden ditch
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disclosedividuation
soft-gels anti-virus
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palm, father, bra start, bard, barn, snarl,
lot, pod, moral, forage
trap, pad, shall, ban barrow, marry
price, ride, file, fine, pie sapphire
a common form of fainting a genus of microhylidae frogs
mouth, loud, foul, down, how hour



dress, bed, fell, error, merry, loss of consciousness
face, made, fail, vein, pay square, scared, scarce, cairn,
kit, lid, fill, bin mirror, Sirius
the loss of one or more sounds from the interior of a word,
especially the loss of an unstressed vowel
fleece, seed, feel, mean, sea near, beard, fierce, serious
thought, dawn, fall, straw north, born, war,
choice, void, foil, coin, loir, coir
goat, code, foal, bone, go force, boar, more, oral
a musical effect caused by a missed beat or off-the-beat stress
foot, good, full, courier
goose, food, soon, chew, do tourist
cued, cute, mule, tune, queue, cure
strut, mud, dull, gun, borough, hurry   nurse, word, fern, furry

02.17.2013

not this

lot, pod, moral,
start, bard, barn, snarl, trap, pad, shall, ban
forageprice, ride, file, fine, pie
barrow, marry a common form of fainting a
sapphire mouth, loud, foul, down, how
genus of microhylidae frogsdress, bed, fell, errorm

hourface, made, fail, vein, pay
, loss of consciousness kit, lid, fill, bin
square, scared, scarce, cairn, the loss of one or more sound
mirror, Sirius especially the loss of an
s from the interior of a word, fleece, seed, feel, mean, sea
vowelthought, dawn, fall, straw
near, beard, fierce, serious choice, void, foil, coin,
north, born, war, goat, code, foal, bone, go

loir, coira musical effect caused by a
palm, father, bra force, boar, more, oralfoot, good, full,
missed beat or off-the-beat stressgoose, food, soon, chew, do
couriercued, cute, mule, tune, queue

tourist
, cure



, hurry   nurse, word, fern, furrystrut, mud, dull, gun, borough
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moral, h
d, barn, snarl, trap, pad, shall, ban
ice, ride, file, fine, piesquare, s
marry a common form of fainting
mouth, loud, foul, down, hows
microhylidae frogs lot, pod, dress,
ourface, made, fail, start, barvein,
consciousness kit, liforageprd, fill
cared, scarce, cairn, barrow, the low
sirius especially the slapphireoss of
he interior of a wordgenus of, flee
ought, dawn, fall, straw
, loss of courierc
rid, fierce, serious choice, void, foil,
coin, t
orn, war, goat, code, foal mirror, Salt,
bone, go ,
noir, choir, a musical effectomt caused
by aether, bra force, bobbed, fell,
errormvowelthar, more, oralfoot, go
od, full, eat or off-the-
beat stresspaynear, beastgoose, food,
soon, chew, do dued, cute, mule,
tune, qu, bin north, blueue
ouristss of one or more sound

cure an palm, far
nurse, word, fern, furryice, seed, feel,
mean, sea missed bosstrut, mud,
dull, gun, borough, hurry
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